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Abstract: Image segmentation technology, which can be used to completely partition a remote sensing
image into non-overlapping regions in the image space, plays an indispensable role in high-resolution
remote sensing image classification. Recently, the segmentation methods that combine segmenting
with merging have attracted researchers’ attention. However, the existing methods ignore the fact
that the same parameters must be applied to every segmented geo-object, and fail to consider
the homogeneity between adjacent geo-objects. This paper develops an improved remote sensing
image segmentation method to overcome this limitation. The proposed method is a hybrid method
(split-and-merge). First, a watershed algorithm based on pre-processing is used to split the image to
form initial segments. Second, the fast lambda-schedule algorithm based on a common boundary
length penalty is used to merge the initial segments to obtain the final segmentation. For this
experiment, we used GF-1 images with three spatial resolutions: 2 m, 8 m and 16 m. Six different test
areas were chosen from the GF-1 images to demonstrate the effectiveness of the improved method,
and the objective function (F (v, I)), intrasegment variance (v) and Moran’s index were used to evaluate
the segmentation accuracy. The validation results indicated that the improved segmentation method
produced satisfactory segmentation results for GF-1 images (average F (v, I) = 0.1064, v = 0.0428 and
I = 0.17).
Keywords: segmentation; watershed; GF-1 images; fast lambda-schedule; common boundary
length penalty

1. Introduction
Gaofen-1 (GF-1) is the first satellite of the Chinese High-resolution Earth Observation
System(CHEOS), whose aim is to overcome the limitations of optical remote sensing technology
by combining high spatial resolution, multispectral and high temporal resolution, multi-payload
image mosaic and fusion technology, and high-precision and high-stability attitude angle control [1,2].
The satellite provides data for geographical surveying and mapping, meteorological observation,
monitoring of water resources and forestry resources, and meticulous management of cities and traffic.
Furthermore, the GF-1 satellite is equipped with two cameras with 2 m resolution panchromatic/8
m resolution multispectral, and four multispectral wide cameras with 16 m resolution. Therefore,
panchromatic images with 2 m resolution and multispectral images with 8 m and 16 m resolution can
be acquired from GF-1. In addition, four bands (blue, green, red, and near infrared) are included in the
multispectral sensors.
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Image segmentation technology, which is used to completely partition a remote sensing image into
non-overlapping regions in image space, is one of the most important topics in geographic object-based
image analysis (GEOBIA) [3]. As a prerequisite for GEOBIA, image segmentation technology provides
the spatial structures and reveals the natures of remote sensing images. A remote sensing image,
especially a high-resolution image, contains an abundance of detailed textures and structures of ground
objects, leading to increased image processing difficulties because of the complex noise and high
information density [4]. Furthermore, image segmentation has many advantages over pixel-based
image classifiers for remote sensing image processing, because the resulting maps are usually much
more visually consistent and more easily converted into ready-to-use vector data [5]. Nevertheless, due
to the presence of speckles caused by satellite sensors, image segmentation is generally acknowledged
to be a complicated task. In recent years, this task has been studied and many methods have been
proposed [6–11].
Image segmentation involves partitioning an image into regions with different characteristics.
In general, the approaches to image segmentation can be grouped into two categories: edge-based
segmentation and region-based segmentation [4,12–20]. Edge-based segmentation methods consider
the grey values at the boundary of different regions to be discontinuous and search for places where
the grey values in the image are discontinuous to identify edges [21]. However, due to the remote
sensing image speckle noise and complex features, connected and closed profiles are difficult to obtain,
which frequently leads to over-segmentation, resulting in the disadvantage that the object information
of remote sensing images cannot be extracted accurately. Region-based segmentation methods,
such as the fractal network evolutionary algorithm (FNEA), mean shift algorithm and watershed
algorithm, divide the domain R of image I into different regions and ensure that the image satisfies a
homogeneity criterion in each region [17,22–27]. Such methods take into account the similarity and
adjacent relations between pixels, thereby enhancing the robustness. Furthermore, all land-cover can
be properly segmented by the abovementioned segmentation methods, but over-segmentation or
under-segmentation often occurs.
Thus, to obtain good remote sensing image segmentation results, methods that combine
segmentation with merging are being developed. In these methods, edge-based segmentation
is used to obtain an initial segment; then, merging is conducted to obtain the final segmentation
results [3,28–31]. Recently, such segmentation methods have received attention, because they take
into account both the boundary information used to obtain the initial segmentation and the spatial
information between adjacent geo-objects used to merge similar segmented geo-objects. For example,
the multiresolution segmentation function in eCognition and feature extraction function in ENVI
perform merging by setting a single global parameter to control the number of segmented geo-objects.
However, this approach ignores the fact that the same parameter must be applied to every segmented
geo-object and fails to consider the homogeneity between adjacent geo-objects. To obtain better
segmentation results, homogeneous adjacent geo-objects should have priority to be merged.
In this study, we describe a new remote sensing segmentation method. This paper selects the
watershed algorithm and fast lambda-schedule algorithms. The watershed algorithm is used to
segment and fast lambda-schedule is used to merge. GF-1 images with different spatial resolutions
are used as an example, and a series of experiments are conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the improved method. The main contributions of this study are as follows: (1) remote sensing
image over-segmentation is reduced by adaptively adjusting the gradient image; and (2) the common
boundary length penalty is incorporated into the fast lambda-schedule algorithm, thereby overcoming
the inability of the shape elements in the algorithm to adjust according to the actual object types of
remote sensing images.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, after a brief review of the watershed
algorithm and fast lambda-schedule algorithm, the abovementioned algorithms’ deficiencies for remote
sensing image segmentation are analyzed. Then, we present the improved segmentation method
using watershed based on pre-processing in combination with fast lambda, based on the common
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boundary length penalty. Finally, the segmentation performance evaluation method is described.
The experimental results of the proposed algorithm are presented and analyzed in Section 3. Finally,
discussion and conclusions are given in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.
2. Data and Methods
Image segmentation is a key step in GEOBIA. The accuracy of image segmentation may
directly affect the accuracy of remote sensing image analysis and information extraction; therefore,
an appropriate segmentation algorithm must be selected. The test images are introduced in Section 2.1.
The watershed algorithm and fast lambda-schedule algorithm are introduced in Section 2.2. Then,
the abovementioned algorithms’ deficiencies for remote sensing image segmentation are analyzed in
Section 2.3. Finally, the proposed method and the evaluation method are presented in Sections 2.4
and 2.5, respectively.
2.1. Test Images
The feasibility of the proposed image segmentation method was evaluated using six GF-1 images
of Beijing, China. As shown in Figure 1, all the images are 400 × 400 pixels. Furthermore, the spectral
information of the first two images was enhanced by image fusion technology using the NNDiffuse Pan
Sharpening function of software ENVI 5.2 to fuse the 2 m panchromatic images and 8 m multispectral
images. The original images have a spatial resolution of 2 m but are panchromatic with no multispectral
features. The images with a spatial resolution of 8 m are multispectral. To make full use of the
spatial information and spectral information of the GF-1 images, we fused the information to form a
multispectral image with a spatial resolution of 2 m.
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of the spatial information and spectral information of the GF-1 images, we fused the information
to form a multispectral image with a spatial resolution of 2 m.
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The first two test images (P1 and P2) have a spatial resolution of 2 m. P1 covers an urban region
with a number of buildings, and P2 covers a typical suburban region with a mix of buildings, roads,
farmlands, and unused-land. The next two test images (P3 and P4) have a spatial resolution of 8 m.
P3 and P4 cover typical urban and suburban regions, respectively. The last two test images (P5 and P6)
have a spatial resolution of 16 m. P5 covers an urban region, and P6 covers a suburban region.
2.2. Algorithms for Remote Sensing Image Segmentation
2.2.1. Watershed Algorithm
Vincent proposed the watershed algorithm, currently the most commonly used segmentation
technique in grey-scale mathematical morphology [17]. The watershed transform is based on the
concept of geodesic topology terrain. Each pixel in an image represents an elevation. Darker pixels
indicate lower elevation; the lowest pixel is called the minimum. The different minimums are
considered as different basins. Water starts from the minimums and gradually fills up the basins
until they reach the so-called watersheds, where different basins meet. An image is thus divided into
different regions with similar pixel intensities by watersheds [17,32–39].
2.2.2. Fast Lambda-Schedule Algorithm
Robinson proposed the full lambda-schedule merging algorithm based on the Mumford-Shah
model, and applied it to SAR image information extraction and region-of-interest detection [3]. The full
lambda-schedule merging algorithm iteratively merges adjacent segments based on a combination of
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spectral and spatial information. Merging occurs when the algorithm finds a pair of adjacent regions, i
and j, such that the merging cost ti,j is less than a defined threshold T:
|Oi |× O j

ti,j =

|Oi |+ O j

× kui − u j k2

length(∂(Oi , O j ))

(1)

where Oi is region i of the image, |Oi | is the area of region i, ui is the average value in region i, u j is the
average value in region j, kui − u j k is the Euclidean distance between the spectral values of regions i
 

and j, and length ∂ Oi , O j is the length of the common boundary of Oi and O j .
The algorithm, in the simplified fast lambda-schedule form, is as follows:
"
Lambda =

Ni × N j
Ni + N j

#
×

E
L

(2)

where Ni and N j are the numbers of pixels in regions i and j, respectively, E is the Euclidean color
distance, and L is the length of the common boundary.
2.3. Analysis of the Bovementioned Algorithms’ Deficiencies for Image Segmentation
The watershed algorithm, one of the most popular segmentation algorithms, has some
advantageous properties: (1) the segmentation process is rapid; and (2) the location boundaries
are formed normally during the process. Moreover, the boundaries are constant and the number of
gaps can be determined. However, the drawback of the watershed algorithm is over-segmentation.
Over-segmentation means that there are too many regions to segment, i.e., numerous break-ups of
image fragments, thus producing incomplete image fragments. Furthermore, over-segmentation is
caused by a small domain of multiple lower grey values in the gradient image. Watershed segmentation
is essentially a region-growing algorithm that starts from the local minimums in the image. Due to
the effect of noise, remote sensing images have a great quantity of spurious minimums that produce
corresponding spurious basins. The watershed algorithm divides the spurious minimums and the true
minimums into separate regions, resulting in substantial over-segmentation. Image pre-processing
can be conducted to reduce the number of spurious minimums but can only partially eliminate the
problem of over–segmentation. The fast lambda-schedule algorithm can be implemented to further
merge the regions.
The fast lambda-schedule algorithm is a global optimization-based algorithm that can merge
adjacent segments according to some homogeneity or heterogeneity metrics. However, its
disadvantages, i.e., large computational complexity and low efficiency, are evident. Moreover,
the algorithm is unsuitable for large-scale remote sensing image processing
because it takes the pixels

of the image as the initial trivial segmentation, finds the pair Oi , O j that has the smallest ti,j of all
the neighboring pairs of regions, and
the previous two steps until there is only one region,
 repeats

or ti,j > λ for all neighboring pairs Oi , O j . To avoid this inconvenience, the watershed algorithm
can be used to obtain an initial segmentation, before applying the fast lambda-schedule procedure.
Different remote sensing images contain different detailed abundances of textures and structures of
ground objects; using only the fast lambda-schedule algorithm to segment remote sensing image does
not always produce good segmentation results, because the algorithm cannot be adjusted according to
the local rich spatial texture information of remote sensing images. However, the algorithm can be
improved by enhancing the adaptability for remote sensing image segmentation.
2.4. Proposed Method for Image Segmentation
In this section, an improved remote sensing image segmentation method is proposed, as illustrated
in Figure 2. The method is a two-stage technique: In the first stage, the watershed algorithm based
on pre-processing was used to obtain a preliminary segmentation result and in the second stage,
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remote sensing image segmentation method is proposed,
as
illustrated in Figure 2. The method is a two-stage technique: In the first stage, the watershed
algorithm based on pre-processing was used to obtain a preliminary segmentation result and in the
the fast lambda-schedule algorithm based on the common boundary length penalty was used to further
second stage, the fast lambda-schedule algorithm based on the common boundary length penalty
merge small segments of the preliminary segmentation to avoid over-segmentation in textured areas.
was used to further merge small segments of the preliminary segmentation to avoid overThe improved watershed algorithm and fast lambda-schedule algorithm are described in Sections 2.4.1
segmentation in textured areas. The improved watershed algorithm and fast lambda-schedule
and 2.4.2, respectively.
algorithm are described in Section 2.4.1 and Section 2.4.2, respectively.
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where g (x, y) are the grey values at (x, y) in the image, µ is the grey mean, σ2 is the grey variance, and
ν is the noise variables. µ and σ2 are defined as follows:
µ=

1X
1X 2
g(x, y), σ2 =
g (x, y) − µ2
n x,y∈η
n x,y∈η

(4)

where η is the image, and n is the number of pixels in the image.
The adaptive Wiener filter adjusted the parameters and structure of the filter by statistical local
variance of the image. The smoothing effect of the filter was weakened when the local variance
was large, and the smoothing effect of the filter was enhanced when the local variance was small.
The adaptive Wiener filtering operation made it possible to reduce minor artefacts and noise found
in the image, and reduced the number of regions produced by the watershed segmentation, thus
decreasing the number of iterations required to merge the regions. In accordance with the diagram
shown in Figure 1, to reduce minor artefacts and noise of the remote sensing image, histogram
equalization was executed to strengthen the contrast of edges after adaptive Wiener filtering because
the edge details of the remote sensing image were subject to varying degrees of blurring. Histogram
equalization is a method used to automatically adjust the quality of image contrast using grey-level
transformation to transform a concentrated grey region in the original image into a uniform distribution
in the whole grey range [41]:
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=
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pr (r j ) (0 ≤ r j ≤ 1, k = 0, 1, 2, · · · , L − 1)

(5)

i=0

Then, the gradient was calculated with the Sobel operator, as expressed by the following
relationship:
q
Grad(f) = (sobel × f)2 + (sobel0 × f)2
(6)


 −1 0 1 


where f is the image and sobel represents a 3 × 3 operator, which is  −2 0 2 .


−1 0 1
After the abovementioned pre-processing, significant over-segmentation still occurred when
watershed segmentation was conducted on gradient images. Gradient reconstruction which consists
of two components—global tag extraction and regional adaptive threshold adjustment—was necessary
to reduce the over-segmentation resulting from the regional adaptive threshold adjustment. A tag
is a region of good homogeneity within an object, whose gradient values are low, and the pixels
to be segmented are generally edges and their neighbor pixels, whose gradient values are higher.
Therefore, the threshold h in global tag extraction can be set to distinguish the tag region and the
pixels to be segmented. Due to the relatively steady statistical characteristics of remote sensing images,
the threshold h can be estimated by cumulative probability analysis:
F(xα ) = P(x ≤ hα ) = α (0 < ∝ < 1)

(7)

where x is the gradient value of the image, and P is the cumulative probability that x ≤ hα . Each α
corresponds to the only hα , and hα increases as α increases. The notable features of remote sensing
images are that the local image features vary considerably and the statistical characteristics of the
gradient values of different land types in an image are different. It is difficult to meet the requirements
for segmenting remote sensing images that contain different object types by implementing only global
tag extraction. In general, the gradient values of the intensive interior texture region are higher, and
the gradient values of simple terrain regions are lower. This process provides a theoretical basis for the
regional adaptive threshold adjustment:
(
Grad0 =

hα , hα > g × Grad
g × Grad, hα < g × Grad

(8)

where g is the adjustment coefficient of regional adaptive threshold adjustment. Finally, watershed
segmentation was conducted to obtain preliminary segments. The watershed algorithm procedure
based on image pre-processing is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Watershed algorithm based on image pre-processing.
Input:
Output:
Step 1:

GF-1 Image, Parameters α and g
Preliminary Segmentation Result P
Reducing GF-1 image noise and enhancing GF-1 image edge contrast using formula (3)
and formula (5), respectively.
Constructing and modifying gradient image of GF-1:

Step 2:

(1)
(2)
(3)

Constructing gradient image using formula (6);
Calculating hα using formula (7) according to α;
Reconstructing gradient image using formula (8) according to hα and g

Step 3:

Segmenting reconstructed gradient image using watershed algorithm.
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2.4.2. Fast lambda-Schedule Algorithm Based on Common Boundary Length Penalty
To improve the adaptability of the fast lambda-schedule algorithm for remote sensing image
segmentation, this paper proposed the fast lambda-schedule algorithm based on the common boundary
length penalty. The ratio of the common boundary length between two adjacent regions to the square
root pair of the smaller region area was integrated into the fast lambda-schedule algorithm to obtain a
new region merging cost function:
LCLambda

= L × Lambda − λ × √ L
min(Ni ,N j )


Ni ×N j
= Ni +N j × E − λ × √ L

(9)

min(Ni ,N j )

where λ is the penalty coefficient of the common boundary length L between two adjacent regions.
The role of L in the first item was to avoid the influence of shape elements, then the common boundary
length coefficient was added to make the algorithm more adjustable. The impacts of the improved
function for the region merging process are as follows: (1) when the lambda values of different adjacent
objects are the same, the LCLambda changes the merging priority of adjacent objects to accelerate
the region merging process by adjusting λ; (2) when the lambda values of different adjacent objects
and areas of smaller objects are the same, the adjacent objects in which there is a longer common
boundary length have a higher level of regional merging priority in the LCLambda; (3) when the
lambda values and common boundary lengths of different adjacent objects are the same, the adjacent
objects, in which there is a smaller area of smaller objects between adjacent objects, have a higher
level of regional merging priority in the LCLambda. The improved function can be adjusted on the
basis of remote sensing images of different types of terrain to improve the remote sensing image
segmentation accuracy.
The organization and expression of adjacent object relations was a critical step before calculating
the cost of merging adjacent objects in the LCLambda. This paper used the region adjacency graph
(RAG) and nearest neighbor graph (NNG) to express the adjacent object relations [42–44]. The RAG is
an undirected graph G = (V, E), where V= {1, 2, ···, K} represents K objects and E∈V×V represents the
similarity between adjacent objects. The NNG is a directed graph Gˆ’ = (V, E, w) derived from the
RAG that implements a fast search for the minimum weights in the RAG. To simplify the operation
of the RAG and NNG, this paper stored only the adjacency relations of objects in the RAG and the
merging cost in the LCLamdba in NNG, corresponding to the adjacency objects in RAG. The fast
lambda-schedule algorithm procedure based on the common boundary length penalty is shown in
Table 2.
Table 2. Fast lambda-schedule algorithm based on the common boundary length penalty.
0

Input:
Output:

GF-1 Image, Preliminary Segmentation Result P, Parameters α and λ
Final Segmentation Result R

Step 1:

The organization and expression of adjacent object relations: calculating RAG and NNG
of P
Iterative merge process:
(1)
(2)

Step 2:
(3)
(4)
Step 3:

Calculating h0α using formula (7) according to α0 ;
Searching the minimum Lmin of LCLambda in NNG and judging whether the number
of Lmin is greater than 1. If the number of Lmin is greater than 1, the adjacent objects
whose common boundary lengths are longer have priority to merge. If the common
boundary lengths of adjacent objects whose merging costs equal Lmin are the same,
the adjacent objects whose minimum object area is smaller have priority to merge;
Judging whether Lmin < α0 and searching the adjacent objects whose merging cost is
equal to Lmin in RAG, then adjusting RAG and NNG;
Repeating step (2) and step (3), stopping the iterative process when Lmin > α0.

Outputting final segmentation result R.
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2.5. The Performance Evaluation of the Proposed Segmentation Method
The proposed segmentation method has four parameters, α, g, α0 , and λ, and different parameter
settings produce different segmentation results. This paper evaluates the segmentation performance
based on objective evaluation criteria [5,45]. In general, segmentation has two desirable properties:
The segmentation result should be internally homogeneous and should be distinguishable from
its neighborhood [5]. The objective evaluation criteria consist of two components: a measure of
intra-segment homogeneity and a measure of intersegment heterogeneity. The first component is the
intra-segment variance of the regions produced by a segmentation algorithm:
Pn
i=1
P
n

v=

ai · vi

(10)

i=1 ai

where ai is the area of object I, and vi is the variance. The formula places more weight on larger objects
to avoid possible instabilities caused by smaller objects. The second component is Moran’s index,
which measures the degree of spatial association reflected in the data set as a whole to assess the
intersegment heterogeneity [46]:
n
I=

n P
n
P

i=1 j=1
n
P
i=1

wij ( yi − y)( y j − y)
2

(11)

!

( yi − y) (

PP
i,j

wij )

where n is the total number of objects, yi is the mean grey value of object Oi , y is the mean grey value
of the image, wij is a measure of the spatial adjacency of objects, and Oi and O j are adjacent.
Appropriate parameters result in a low intra-segment variance and a low intersegment Moran’s
index. Low intra-segment variance indicates that each object is homogenous, and a low intersegment
Moran’s index indicates that adjacent objects are dissimilar. The objective function, which combines
the variance measure with the autocorrelation measure, is given by the following formula:
F (v, I) =

F(v) + F(I)
2

(12)

In addition, functions F(v) and F(I) are normalization functions given by:
F(x) =

X−Xmin
Xmax − Xmin

(13)

3. Results
This section presents the result obtained from the proposed image segmentation method. The
performance and parameter sensitivity of the improved algorithm are analyzed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2,
respectively. Finally, the overall performance and comparative analyses are presented in Sections 3.3
and 3.4, respectively.
3.1. Improved Algorithms Performance
The performance of the first component is shown in Figures 3 and 4. The parameter settings
for the six images were the same, i.e., α = 0.25 and g = 0.9. Figure 5 shows the object numbers of
the segmentation results of six images with different watershed processing. Executing watershed
segmentation without calculating the gradient produced a large number of objects; the numbers of
objects obtained by segmenting the six images were 5955, 6372, 7453, 5176, 5992, and 4928, respectively.
The over-segmentation by the watershed algorithm with the gradient calculated in the six images
was more serious; the numbers of objects were 8701, 9245, 9783, 7985, 8858, and 8023, respectively.
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The reason for this phenomenon is that the gradient calculation extracts edges by detecting the intensity
of the grey change. However, GF-1 images have abundant spatial information, and the grey values
of the local region vary substantially, leading to a large number of minimums in the gradient image.
Thus, watershed segmentation with the gradient calculated produced more severe over-segmentation
than watershed segmentation without calculating the gradient.
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Figure 5.
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processing.

The segmentation performance on buildings, roads, farmlands and water was best in the six
The performance of the second component is shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. The parameters
images using watershed with the gradient reconstructed; the numbers of objects in this case were 5124,
( , λ) of the six images were set to (0.6, 1), (0.2, 1), (0.6, 1), (0.5, 1), (0.4, 1), and (0.5, 1), respectively.
5406, 5993, 4383, 5082, and 4445, respectively. This result occurred because the number of minimums
Table 3 shows the evaluation results of segmenting six images with different fast lambda-schedule
in the gradient image was reduced by gradient reconstruction: Some disappeared when the global
processing. As the merging process proceeded, the intra-segment variance (v) gradually increased,
tag extraction operation was executed and some were merged into larger surrounding features to
indicating that the homogeneity of each object worsened, and the Moran’s index (I) gradually
form a minimum region consistent with the size of the objects and the position of the edge contour.
decreased, showing that the heterogeneity of the adjacent objects improved. Furthermore, when the
Visual inspection revealed that the watershed algorithm based on image pre-processing achieved the
value of the objective function (F (v, I)) was smaller, the image segmentation performance was better.
best performance.
As shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7, compared with the preliminary segmentation result and merging
The performance of the second component is shown in Figures 6 and 7. The parameters (α0, λ) of
result based on fast lambda-schedule, the proposed algorithm achieved good performance after
the six images were set to (0.6, 1), (0.2, 1), (0.6, 1), (0.5, 1), (0.4, 1), and (0.5, 1), respectively. Table 3 shows
merging the preliminary segmentation results in the six test images according to three evaluation
the evaluation results of segmenting six images with different fast lambda-schedule processing. As the
criteria: v increased slowly, I decreased obviously and F (v, I) was almost the smallest for all six test
merging process proceeded, the intra-segment variance (v) gradually increased, indicating that the
images.
homogeneity of each object worsened, and the Moran’s index (I) gradually decreased, showing that the
heterogeneity of the adjacent objects improved. Furthermore, when the value of the objective function
(F (v, I)) was smaller, the image segmentation performance was better. As shown in Figures 6 and 7,
compared with the preliminary segmentation result and merging result based on fast lambda-schedule,
the proposed algorithm achieved good performance after merging the preliminary segmentation
results in the six test images according to three evaluation criteria: v increased slowly, I decreased
obviously and F (v, I) was almost the smallest for all six test images.
Table 3. The evaluation results of segmenting six images with different fast lambda-schedule methods.

Image

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6

Watershed with the
Gradient-Reconstructed

Fast Lambda-Schedule
Merging

Improved Fast
Lambda-Schedule Merging

v

I

F (v, I)

v

I

F (v, I)

v

I

F (v, I)

0.0387
0.0139
0.035
0.0078
0.0273
0.0325

0.2201
0.4443
0.0977
0.3211
0.1798
0.4664

0.1294
0.2291
0.0664
0.1645
0.1036
0.2495

0.0478
0.0149
0.0469
0.0111
0.0318
0.0317

0.0025
0.4107
0.0536
0.1938
0.0679
0.2795

0.0252
0.2128
0.0503
0.1025
0.0499
0.1556

0.0489
0.0147
0.0453
0.0119
0.0309
0.0318

0.0013
0.4115
0.0545
0.1754
0.0762
0.2534

0.0251
0.2131
0.0499
0.0937
0.0536
0.1426

decreased, showing that the heterogeneity of the adjacent objects improved. Furthermore, when the
value of the objective function (F (v, I)) was smaller, the image segmentation performance was better.
As shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7, compared with the preliminary segmentation result and merging
result based on fast lambda-schedule, the proposed algorithm achieved good performance after
merging the preliminary segmentation results in the six test images according to three evaluation
ISPRS
Int. J.vGeo-Inf.
2019,slowly,
8, 543 I decreased obviously and F (v, I) was almost the smallest for all six test
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Figure 6. The segmentation results (P1, P2 and P3) with different fast lambda-schedule processing:
Fig 6. The segmentation results (P1, P2 and P3) with different fast lambda-schedule processing:
(a) Preliminary segmentation (watershed with the gradient-reconstructed), (b) Merging with the fast
(a) Preliminary segmentation (watershed with the gradient-reconstructed), (b) Merging with the fast
lambda-schedule, and (c) Merging with the improved fast lambda-schedule.

lambda-schedule, and (c) Merging with the improved fast lambda-schedule.

Figure
Thesegmentation
segmentation
results
(P4,
P5 and
P6) with
different
fast lambda-schedule
processing:
Figure7.
7. The
results
(P4,
P5 and
P6) with
different
fast lambda-schedule
processing:
(a)
(a)
Preliminary
segmentation
(watershed
with
the
gradient-reconstructed),
(b)
Merging
with
the fast
Preliminary segmentation (watershed with the gradient-reconstructed), (b) Merging with the fast
lambda-schedule,
and
(c)
Merging
with
the
improved
fast
lambda-schedule.
lambda-schedule,
(c) Merging with the improved fast lambda-schedule.
Table 3. The evaluation results of segmenting six images with different fast lambda-schedule
methods.

Image

Watershed with the
gradient-reconstructed

Fast lambda-schedule
merging

Improved fast lambdaschedule merging
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A small 200 × 200 pixels image sample corrupted by speckle noise with different variances selected
from the P1 image was selected to evaluate the performance of the proposed segmentation method.
The variance was set to 0.01, 0.03 and 0.05. Furthermore, to determine the effect of speckle noise on the
GF-1 segmentation result, the parameter settings of the proposed segmentation method were the same,
i.e., α = 0.25, g = 0.9, α0 = 0.6 and λ = 1. Figure 8 shows the segmentation results with different speckle
noises. As the variance of the speckle noise increased, the over-segmentation of natural objects such
as grassland increased but the over-segmentation of buildings decreased. However, when the image
was corrupted by speckle noise with variance = 0.05, the building showed serious over-segmentation.
ISPRS
Int. J. Geo-Inf. result
2019, 8,should
543
A good
segmentation
have a low intra-segment variance (v) and intersegment Moran’s14 of 23
index (I). Table 4 shows the evaluation results of segmenting GF-1 images with different speckle noise.
and intersegment
Moran’s
index (I).
Table 4 shows
the evaluation
segmenting GF-1
images
With increasing
speckle noise
variance,
v gradually
increased,
indicating results
that theofsegmentation
results
with
different
speckle
noise.
With
increasing
speckle
noise
variance,
v
gradually
increased,
indicating
showed less homogeneity. The segmentation results corrupted by speckle noises with variance = 0.01
that the= segmentation
results
homogeneity.
The
segmentation
results
corrupted by
and variance
0.03 had a lower
I valueshowed
than theless
segmentation
results
without
speckle noises,
indicating
noises with
variance=0.01
and variance=0.03
a lower
value thanthe
the proposed
segmentation
good speckle
heterogeneity.
However,
I was high
when variancehad
= 0.05.
In Isummary,
GF-1results
without
speckle
noises,
indicating
good
heterogeneity.
However,
I
was
high
when
variance=0.05.
In
segmentation method has good noise immunity.
summary, the proposed GF-1 segmentation method has good noise immunity.

Figure 8. Segmentation results with different speckle noise: (a,c) small 200×200 pixel image samples
Figure
with different
noise:
(a,corrupted
c) small 200×200
pixel
image
samples
selected
from 8.
theSegmentation
P1 image (A: results
image without
specklespeckle
noise, B:
image
by speckle
noise
with
selected
from
the
P1
image
(A:
image
without
speckle
noise,
B:
image
corrupted
by
speckle
noise
variance = 0.01, C: image corrupted by speckle noise with variance = 0.03, and D: image corrupted by with
C: image
corrupted
by corresponding
speckle noise with
variance=0.03,
and D: image corrupted by
specklevariance=0.01,
noise with variance
= 0.05);
(b,d) the
segmentation
results.
speckle noise with variance=0.05); (b, d) the corresponding segmentation results.
Table 4. The evaluation results of segmenting images with different speckle noises.

Table 4. The evaluation results of segmenting images with different speckle noises.
Image with Different Speckle Noise
F (v, I)
v
I

Image
with
different
F (v,
I)
I
Image
without
speckle
noisesspeckle noise
0.0977
0.0604 v 0.1349
Imagewithout
corrupted
by speckle
noises with variance = 0.01 0.0977
0.0735
0.0617
Image
speckle
noises
0.0604 0.0853
0.1349
Image corrupted
noises with
variance
= 0.03
0.0873
0.0623
0.1122
Image
corruptedby speckle
by speckle
noises
with
Image corrupted by speckle noises with variance = 0.05 0.0735
0.1019
0.0634
0.0617 0.1404
0.0853
variance=0.01
Image corrupted by speckle noises with
0.0873
0.0623
0.1122
3.2. Parameter
Sensitivity
variance=0.03
corrupted
speckle noises
with
In Image
the proposed
imageby
segmentation
method,
the two parameters α and g were considered in
0.1019
0.0634
0.1404
variance=0.05
the watershed
algorithm based on image pre-processing, and the two parameters α0 and λ were
considered in the fast lambda-schedule algorithm based on the common boundary length penalty.
3.2. Parameter
Sensitivity
To quantitatively
evaluate
the parameter sensitivity of our proposed method, the parameters α and g
were variedInfrom
0
to
1/image
in 0.05/image
intervals.
Then,
thetwo
parameters
α0 and
λ were
varied
from
the proposed image
segmentation
method,
the
parameters
α and
g were
considered
in
0 to 1/image
in
0.05/image
intervals.
the watershed algorithm based on image pre-processing, and the two parameters  and λ were
considered in the fast lambda-schedule algorithm based on the common boundary length penalty.
To quantitatively evaluate the parameter sensitivity of our proposed method, the parameters α and
g were varied from 0 to 1/image in 0.05/image intervals. Then, the parameters  and λ were varied
from 0 to 1/image in 0.05/image intervals.
3.2.1. Parameter Sensitivity in Improved Watershed
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3.2.1. Parameter Sensitivity in Improved Watershed
The evaluation results of improved watershed segmentation with different parameters α for the
six test images are shown in Figure 9 when g defaults to 1. As α increased, the intra-segment variance
(v) showed almost phased growth; the growth was slow when α was varied from 0 to 0.4 and was
ISPRS
Int. J. Geo-Inf.
2019,
8, 543varied from 0.4 to 1 (Figure 9b). However, the changes in objective function
15 of 23(F (v,
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thetest
siximages,
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0.15,
0.2,
0.25images,
in the respectively.
six test images, respectively.

Figure
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Figure
9. The
results
of improved
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(v), and
Moran’s
Index
(I).
Moran’s Index (I).

Then, according to the abovementioned optimal scales of α, the parameter g sensitivity in the
Then, according to the abovementioned optimal scales of α, the parameter g sensitivity in the
improved watershed was considered, and the evaluation results are shown in Figure 10. As g increased,
improved watershed was considered, and the evaluation results are shown in Figure 10. As g
the intra-segment variance (v) showed an almost phased decrease: The decrease was obvious when g
increased, the intra-segment variance (v) showed an almost phased decrease: The decrease was
was varied from 0 to 0.5 and was slow when g was varied from 0.5 to 1 (Figure 10b). By contrast, Moran’s
obvious when g was varied from 0 to 0.5 and was slow when g was varied from 0.5 to 1 (Figure 10b).
index (I) decreased quickly and then increased slowly as g increased (Figure 10c). The segments had
By contrast, Moran’s index (I) decreased quickly and then increased slowly as g increased (Figure
relatively low homogeneity and heterogeneity at the scale of 0.5–1. Figure 10a illustrates a similar
10c). The segments had relatively low homogeneity and heterogeneity at the scale of 0.5–1. Figure
conclusion. To obtain neither over-segmented nor under-segmented initial results, this paper adopted
10a illustrates a similar conclusion. To obtain neither over-segmented nor under-segmented initial
the same strategy as that used for parameter α to select the optimal scales of parameter g for the six test
results, this paper adopted the same strategy as that used for parameter α to select the optimal scales
images: The g values were set to 0.85, 0.75, 0.8, 0.8, 0.8, and 0.75 for the six test images, respectively.
of parameter g for the six test images: The g values were set to 0.85, 0.75, 0.8, 0.8, 0.8, and 0.75 for the
six test images, respectively.
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3.2.2. Parameter Sensitivity in the Improved Fast Lambda-Schedule
3.2.2. Parameter Sensitivity in the Improved Fast Lambda-Schedule
According to the abovementioned optimal (α, g) scales, this paper obtained six satisfactory
According to the abovementioned optimal (α, g) scales, this paper obtained six satisfactory
preliminary segmentation results. Then, sensitivity experiments for parameter α0 in the improved fast
preliminary segmentation results. Then, sensitivity experiments for parameter  in the improved
lambda-schedule were conducted based on the six preliminary segmentation results with λ defaulted
fast lambda-schedule were conducted based on the six preliminary segmentation results with λ
to 1, as shown in Figure 11. The intra-segment variance (v) increased as α0 increased (Figure 11b),
defaulted to 1, as shown in Figure 11. The intra-segment variance (v) increased as  increased
whereas Moran’s index (I) first decreased and then increased, but the change was not substantial
(Figure 11b), whereas Moran’s index (I) first decreased and then increased, but the change was not
(Figure 11c). To obtain good merging results, the settings that produced the lowest F (v, I) were selected
substantial (Figure 11c). To obtain good merging results, the settings that produced the lowest F (v,
as the optimal scales of α0 for the six test images. According to Figure 11a, α0 was set to 0.4, 0.3, 0.2,
I) were selected as the optimal scales of  for the six test images. According to Figure 11a,  was
0.35, 0.25, and 0.45 for the six test images, respectively.
set to 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.35, 0.25, and 0.45 for the six test images, respectively.
Then, the parameter λ sensitivity was analyzed based on the optimal parameter α0 , and the
evaluation results of the improved fast lambda-schedule are shown in Figure 12. The intra-segment
variance (v) increased with increasing λ (Figure 12b); however, the Moran’s index showed no obvious
trend for the six test images (Figure 12c). The optimal scales of parameter λ were selected by means of
the same strategy as for parameter α0 . The λ values were set to 0.1, 0.7, 0.1, 0.6, 0.65, and 0.1 for the six
test images, respectively.
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Figure 11. The evaluation results of improved fast lambda-schedule segmentation with different
parameter α’ settings in the six test images when λ defaults to 1: (a) Objective function (F (v, I)), (b)
Intra-segment variance (v), and (c) Moran’s index (I).

Then, the parameter λ sensitivity was analyzed based on the optimal parameter  , and the
evaluation results of the improved fast lambda-schedule are shown in Figure 12. The intra-segment
variance (v) increased with increasing λ (Figure 12b); however, the Moran’s index showed no obvious
results of improved fast lambda-schedule segmentation with different
trendFigure
for the11.sixThe
testevaluation
images (Figure
12c). The optimal scales of parameter λ were selected by means
0 settings in the six test images when λ defaults to 1: (a) Objective function (F (v, I)),
parameter
α
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Then, the parameter λ sensitivity was analyzed based on the optimal parameter  , and the
evaluation results of the improved fast lambda-schedule are shown in Figure 12. The intra-segment
variance (v) increased with increasing λ (Figure 12b); however, the Moran’s index showed no obvious
trend for the six test images (Figure 12c). The optimal scales of parameter λ were selected by means
of the same strategy as for parameter α’. The λ values were set to 0.1, 0.7, 0.1, 0.6, 0.65, and 0.1 for the
six test images, respectively.

Figure 12. The evaluation results of improved fast lambda-schedule segmentation with different
parameter λ settings in the six test images based on the optimal α0 (a) Objective function (F (v, I)),
(b) Intra-segment variance (v), and (c) Moran’s index (I).

0.85), (0.3, 0.75), (0.15, 0.8), (0.25, 0.8), (0.2, 0.8), and (0.25, 0.75) and the optimal ( , λ) of (0.4, 0.1),
(0.3, 0.7), (0.2, 0.1), (0.35, 0.6), (0.25, 0.65), and (0.45, 0.1) for the six test images, respectively. The
segmentation results are shown in Figure 13. Most ground objects featured complete structures and
clear contours, with clear and smooth edges without considerable noise and discontinuity. The
segmentation
for 8,
natural
objects, such as trees and farmland, contained a small number of
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fragments and noise; however, for typical urban objects, such as buildings and roads, the
segmentation results were relatively complete and suitable for visual perception.
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Figure 13. The segmentation results with the optimal parameter scales: (a,c) the six test images; (b,d)
Figure 13. The segmentation results with the optimal parameter scales: (a, c) the six test images; (b, d)
the final segmentation results.
the final segmentation results.

Table 5 presents the quantitative segmentation results for the six test images. The segmentation
results of the six images had higher I values than v values, indicating that the homogeneity of the
segmentation result was greater than the heterogeneity. For the six images with three different spatial
resolutions, the F (v, I) values of the images with 2 m resolution were the highest, whereas those of
the images with 8 m resolution were the lowest because images with 2 m resolution contain detailed
ground objects, leading to worse heterogeneity. The v values ranged from 0.02 to 0.07, indicating that
the object’s homogeneity was not substantially affected by the image resolution. The proposed method
achieved the lowest I and F (v, I); the experimental results demonstrated that the proposed method
was robust to GF-1 images with image resolutions ranging from 2 m to 16 m.

F (v, I)
v
Image
P1
0.1041
0.0457
P2
0.1765
0.0357
P3
0.0308
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P2
0.1765
0.0357
0.3173 we compared it with two
To further evaluate the performance
and feasibility
of our method,
P3
0.0308
−0.0177
segmentation0.0793
and spectral
difference segmentation, for
widely used methods, multiresolution
P4
0.0912
0.0255
0.1568
segmenting the P1 image. The scale parameter, shape and compactness values for multiresolution
P5
0.0691
0.0374
0.1008
segmentation were set to 30,P60.9 and 0.5,
respectively.
Furthermore,
the scale parameter, shape,
0.1667
0.033
0.3004
compactness, and maximum spectral difference parameter for spectral difference segmentation were
set to 25, 0.9, 0.5, and 30, respectively. Figure 14 shows the comparative segmentation results. The
3.4. Comparative Analyses
quantitative comparative results are presented in Table 6. The F (v, I), v, and I were 0.1041, 0.0457
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Table 6. Segmentation assessment of the three methods.
Table 6. Segmentation assessment of the three methods.
Segmentation Method
F (v, I)
v

Segmentation
method
Proposed
method
Proposed method
Multiresolution
segmentation method
Spectral difference
segmentation
method
Multiresolution
segmentation
method
Spectral difference segmentation method

F (v, I)

v

I

I

0.1041
0.1041
0.1808
0.1116
0.1808

0.0457
0.0457
0.0509
0.0398
0.0509

0.1624
0.1624
0.3107
0.1833
0.3107

0.1116

0.0398

0.1833

The proposed method achieved a lower F (v, I) than the other two methods, indicating that our
4. Discussion
method
had better overall performance. However, the v values obtained by the proposed method
were The
lower
than those obtained
by multiresolution
segmentation,
but much
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those obtained
applicability
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by the varying spatial resolution of GF-1 images. As the spatial resolution of the GF-1 image changes
the proposed method achieved the best performance, as shown in Figure 14.
4. Discussion
The applicability of the selective segmentation algorithm should be taken into consideration to
achieve a satisfactory remote sensing image segmentation result. First, the GF-1 satellite can acquire
high-resolution images (such as 2 m panchromatic images) and a wide field of view images (8 m and
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16 m multispectral images). The segmentation result of the selective algorithm should not be affected
by the varying spatial resolution of GF-1 images. As the spatial resolution of the GF-1 image changes
from 2 m to 16 m, some details of the edges decrease. However, a large grey-scale alternation is still
observed for GF-1 images with 16 m resolution. Image processing by the watershed algorithm is based
on a gradient image, so this approach can be adapted to segment images with different resolutions.
Moreover, closed and accurate ground object edges of the selected algorithm should be considered
for the image segmentation result. The watershed algorithm is very sensitive to weak edges and
takes into account the similarity and connectivity between image pixels; thus, the algorithm produces
excellent results. Furthermore, high efficiency is required for GF-1 image segmentation. Segmentation
via the watershed algorithm requires only a single scan, so the segmentation efficiency is very high.
Additionally, the GF-1 image segmentation result should be consistent with practical ground objects.
The fast lambda-schedule algorithm, which is based on global optimization, could further merge the
segmented objects generated by the watershed algorithm. Moreover, the schedule in this algorithm
is determined by a priori selection and can thus produce satisfactory image segmentation results [3].
Therefore, this paper selects the watershed algorithm and fast lambda-schedule algorithm as the image
segmentation algorithms.
The proposed method is applicable not only to GF-1 images but also images from other
high-resolution satellites because the segmentation algorithm is based on the pixel value and
segmentation is performed by assessing the similarity of adjacent pixel values or regions. Therefore,
the proposed method has universal applicability. Since only GF-1 data were collected, we used only
GF-1 images to test the proposed method. In future studies, we will actively explore the applicability
of the proposed method to other high-resolution satellites.
Both of the selected algorithms have disadvantages when segmenting remote sensing images:
The watershed algorithm can easily produce over-segmentation due to its sensitivity to weak edges,
thereby reducing image segmentation accuracy; the fast lambda-schedule algorithm cannot be
adjusted according to the rich spatial and texture information of remote sensing images, thereby
reducing its applicability. To address these issues, we proposed an improved remote sensing image
segmentation method using a watershed algorithm based on pre-processing in combination with a fast
lambda-schedule algorithm based on the common boundary length penalty. The main contributions
of this study are as follows: (1) GF-1 image over-segmentation could be reduced by adaptively
adjusting the gradient image; and (2) the common boundary length penalty is incorporated into the
fast lambda-schedule algorithm to overcome the inability of the shape elements in the algorithm to
adjust according to the actual object types of GF-1 images.
Although this study achieved satisfactory segmentation performance, some limitations remain.
First, the segmentation results of the proposed method were affected by the threshold settings of the
four parameters; therefore, how to effectively and quickly determine the threshold represents an area
of improvement for future research. Second, the segmentation results for natural objects were not
satisfactory, so more effective segmentation approaches are needed in the future. Third, this paper
focuses on the improvement of the method and considers additional conditions on the basis of the
original method, which inevitably increases the time complexity. Thus, the proposed method may be
more time-consuming than the original method. In future work, we will optimize the algorithm to
improve the efficiency.
5. Conclusions
This paper proposed an improved hybrid segmentation method that combines segmentation
with merging. The watershed algorithm based on pre-processing was used to obtain a preliminary
segmentation result; then, fast lambda-schedule algorithm based on the common boundary length
penalty was applied to merge small segments of the preliminary segmentation to obtain satisfactory
final segmentation results. In the first stage, this paper conducted adaptive Wiener filtering, histogram
equalization, and gradient construction and modification, to reduce the level of over-segmentation
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caused by the watershed algorithm. In the second stage, the ratio of the common boundary length
between two adjacent regions to the square root pair of the smaller region area was incorporated into
the fast lambda-schedule algorithm, to overcome the inability of the shape elements in the algorithm
to adjust to the actual object types in remote sensing images. Then, this paper discussed the parameter
sensitivity of the proposed method (parametersα, g, α0 and λ). The optimal parameter scales were
determined by analyzing the objective function, intra-segment variance and Moran’s index values as
the four parameters were varied from 0 to 1/image in 0.05/image intervals. Six test images with different
spatial resolutions were used to validate the proposed method. The optimal (α, g) were (0.25, 0.85), (0.3,
0.75), (0.15, 0.8), (0.25, 0.8), (0.2, 0.8), and (0.25, 0.75), and the optimal (α0 , λ) of (0.4, 0.1), (0.3, 0.7), (0.2,
0.1), (0.35, 0.6), (0.25, 0.65), and (0.45, 0.1) for the six test images, respectively. The proposed method
achieved better segmentation performance than that of the other segmentation methods, especially
when segmenting man-made objects, such as buildings. Specifically, the proposed method achieved an
average F (v, I) of 0.1064, an average v of 0.0428 and an average I of 0.17, indicating that the proposed
method was well suited for segmenting GF-1 images.
In conclusion, the proposed segmentation algorithm was reliable and could be effectively applied
to GF-1 images. This paper selected typical urban and suburban regions as test areas to study the
proposed method’s applicability to images with different types of ground objects. The segmentation
performance for man-made objects, such as buildings, was better than that for natural objects, such
as agricultural lands. Furthermore, images with three spatial resolutions: 2 m, 8 m and 16 m, were
selected to study the proposed method’s applicability to GF-1 images with different spatial resolutions.
As the spatial resolution of the images changes from 2 m to 16 m, some details of the image edges are
lost. However, the segmentation results for images with different spatial resolutions showed good
homogeneity and heterogeneity, demonstrating that the proposed method was robust to changes
in resolutions. Future work will focus on automatically determining the optimal parameters and
improving the proposed algorithm’s performance for segmenting natural objects.
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